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BIOLUMINESCENCE

OR “THINGS THAT GLOW IN THE DARK”

SEA OFSTARS

BIOLUMINESCENT BAY, PUERTO RICO

Why bioluminescence
evolved?
How many different ways are
bioluminescence produced?
What is its adaptive
significance?
How many times it has
evolved?

•Where can you find bioluminescent
fish?
•How does bioluminescence work?
•What are some really cool
bioluminescent fish and what do they
use light for?
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THE ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION SPECTRUM

LIGHT
PENETRA
TION IN
THE
OCEAN

Only green and blue wavelengths pass through water a
great distance.

BIOLUMINESCENCE
• Production and emission of light
• Produce luciferin and luciferase
• Most produce green or blue light

What color/wavelength of light will animals use?

What organisms that you know of have
bioluminescence?
Bacteria

Types of light production:
1. incandescence – light bulb
2. luminescence- fluorescence bulb

Dinoflagellates
Jellyfish
Squid & Octopus

What is the difference between these types
of light?

Annelids (worms)

Bioluminescence: a chemical reaction

Krill & Shrimp
Seastars, Brittlestars, Sea Cucumber
Many fishes!
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Bioluminescence evolved in several
Kingdoms.
Evolution:
• In early evolution, O2 was toxic because
it was so abundant and new life forms
were not adapted to metabolize it.
• Some organisms were able to convert it
to a nontoxic substance, which had the
tendency to produce photons of light.
This may have had a selective advantage
to some organisms.

luciferase

Luciferin + O2

oxyluciferin + light

• Not found in freshwater organisms.

TYPES OF BIOLUMINESCENCE
•

Bacterial

•

Extracellular
-Happens outside the cell

•

Intracellular
-stay inside the cell

Luciferin =
photoprotein pigment,
similar to a chlorophyll
molecule
Luciferase = an
enzyme that reacts
with oxygen

In the dark fish make light

• Bacterial
• Intrinsic

Things make light

Many fish make light

Photobacterium
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Bacteria also make light

(bacterial)
Light emitting organ

Some fish use the bacteria
In photophores

Cephalopod Photophore

Examples of Bacterial Photophores:
• fish, few squid, Pyrosoma (tunicate)
How do they get bacteria?
• organ open to exterior provide entrance for
bacteria to enter
• potentially continuous luminescence

Pyrosoma

Where do bioluminescent fish live?
BIOLUMINESCENT FISHES
shallow
Middle depth

0.1 miles

•Mostly live in deep waters

0.6 miles

•All need light to live

Deep
2.5 miles

•Make light or use bacteria that make light
Really Deep
3.8 miles

•Use light to attract others, communicate, attract
prey, escape predators
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WHY DO FISH WANT LIGHT?
•Light helps them find other fish of their own kind
•Light helps them communicate
•Light helps them find prey
•Light helps them to escape from predators

WHY DO SOME THINGS GLOW? DEFENSE

WHY DO SOME THINGS GLOW? OFFENSE

WHY DO SOME THINGS GLOW? REPRODUCE
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ANGLER FISH

•Round ball shaped body
•Uses light to attract prey

•Very large mouth

•Ray on their forehead is like a
fishing pole

• Grows to 5 inches
•Males attach themselves to
females

VIPERFISH

•Long skinny fish
•One to two feet long
•Teeth so long they don’t fit
in its mouth
•Attracts prey with a lure
•Impales prey at high speeds

DRAGON FISH
•Long skinny fish

• Red light

•Six inches to two feet long

•Lights along the sides may
be to attract mates
•Red light emitted from
under eyes for night vision

•Fishing lure on its chin
•Males can’t eat and only
live long enough to mate
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LANTERNFISH
•Small fish

•Different light arrangements
for males and females

•Probably prey for many
other fish

•Probably used to
communicate and attract
prey

•Migrate up to the
surface at night in huge
schools

•Also used to confuse
predators

•Two thirds of deep sea
fish

FLASHLIGHT FISH

SHINING TUBESHOULDER
•Small, schooling fish
•Photophores on
underside
•Giant photophores under
eyes
•Tube on each
shoulder
•Act as headlights to let
the fish see
•Cover the photophore
with a membrane or rotate
it inward

•Squirts
bioluminescent ink at
predators

HATCHETFISH
•Lives in midwater where
some light still penetrates
•Eyes point upward to see
food that falls from above
•Uses photophores on
belly to match light from
above
Ctenophore
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Firefly squid

pterapods
Deep sea squid

Counter illumination
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COPY THESE QUESTIONS DOWN, AND ANSWER
IN YOUR NOTES
Bioluminescence Questions

1. How is bioluminescence produced?
2. List six creatures that emit bioluminescence
3. Describe the three reasons why creatures in the ocean
use bioluminescence.
4. What color is most bioluminescence and what is an
exception?
5. Why might creatures emit a bioluminescence liquid?
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